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In the long history of the avant-garde, countless contributions have been

forgotten, ignored, or erased from memory; few of those who have disappeared

from the canon played as great a role establishing the basic frameworks of

modern intellectual counterculture as Petrus Borel. Polemicist, theorist,

organiser, poet, novelist and provocateur, he was for several years after the July

Revolution one of the most controversial fgures in French progressive culture. 

Borel was among the frst to systematically articulate and implement many

of the fundamental postulates of the avant-garde: the convergence of art and

life, personality as artistic material, the equation of creative with political

activity, defant resistance to intellectual norms as such, incessant reinvention

and formal freedom, models of exchange based in friendship rather than

institutional validation. He was acknowledged as a model by a series of avant-

garde theorists and practitioners including Baudelaire, Lautréamont, Tzara, and

Breton. Yet his name is nearly unknown in the avant-garde today, and only a

scattering of his work is available in English. The same is true generally of the

seminal Jeunes-France group, of which he was a main motivator. For reasons

that are complex and not fully understood, this is the frst book in English fully

dedicated (even at a mere 20 pages!) to his work, 183 years after it saw print.

The term 'avant-garde' was frst used in its modern sense in 1825 by the

socialist writer Olinde Rodrigues, who called for the creation of a network of

interdisciplinary artists and intellectuals to experiment with new forms of art

and new ways of living. By 1830 the extremist fringe of French Romanticist

subculture were calling themselves the “Avant-Garde of Romanticism,” and

proclaiming their rejection of normative culture by donning new hairstyles,

beards, and clothing, developing their own slang, their own dances and games.

Petrus Borel was in the centre of this intellectual ferment, and in 1830 was a

principal organiser of the 300-strong 'Romanticist Army' that precipitated a riot



at the premier of Hugo's Romantic play Hernani—a riot carefully planned and

orchestrated, under Hugo's own supervision, to launch Romanticism into the

public consciousness and lay siege to conservative French culture.

The 'Battle of Hernani' was one of the most successful media spectacles of

the early 19th Century, and catapulted Hugo and other Romanticists into fame

and, in some cases, fortune. In the meantime, Hernani had served as an initiation

for Borel and other radicals within the underground community. In the event's

wake, he and about 15 of the most progressive writers, artists and theorists in

the movement formed the Petit-Cénacle. Known for most of its existence as the

Jeunes-France, and for some time as the Bouzingo, this group launched into a

multifaceted programme of activity that included communal living, thought

experiments, role-playing, and interdisciplinary collaboration. This activity

served as a primary model for the next several generations of the avant-garde,

and indirectly on into the present day.

Borel, who carefully cultivated a provocative mythic persona, soon

became the most outrageous spokesmen and model for the Romanticist

underground. He sometimes dressed all in black, save for a trickle of what, he

claimed, was blood from a recent victim trailing from his lip. Other times he

strode down the street dressed in a Phrygian cap, a symbol of the Reign of

Terror. His vocabulary was that of the seventeenth century, infected with

neologisms and strange fgures of speech. In particular, Borel became an icon

for one particular strain within the avant-garde, that of 'Frenetic Romanticism',

a melding of radical Romanticism with vernacular Gothic subculture. He was

known in the Romanticist community as the Lycanthrope, or Wolf-Man.

Prefaces, at this time, served the function later fulflled by Manifestos.

Borel's Preface to his Dec., 1831 collection of poems Rapsodies was an emphatic,

aggressive affrmation of the controversial stance of the Jeunes-France and the

developing avant-garde. In it, Borel explicitly positions the poems themselves as

relics of the failure to live up to the broader praxis for which he calls. 

Borel was also materially responsible for the implementation of this praxis



on the social scale. He hosted transient communal Romanticist environments in

his home, and organised a series of participatory events (often called

'Romanticist Orgies') that prefgure Dada street performances, Happenings,

Flux-Feasts, Live Action Role-Playing, Noise Concerts, Apartment Festivals,

Actionist orgies, and other event-forms.

These activities hinged on a key concept of Avant-Garde theory in the

1830s, one that Borel stresses in his Preface. The term 'Camaraderie' denoted a

creative practice explicitly rooted in Friendship. Creative praxis was an

extension of friendship, a medium through which direct human relationships

were moulded. Though seldom afterward so emphasized within the avant-garde,

the ethic denoted by the term Camaraderie remains central to Mail Art, Fluxus,

DIY Performance practices, and the avant-garde community generally. 

In their published work, Borel and his comrades refected this ethic by

incessantly quoting, addressing, and referring to each other, creating

remarkably complex intertextual webs of epigraphs, dedications, direct and

indirect allusions, and trans-disciplinary re-interpretations, examples of which

abound even in the small sampling here. Borel's poems (like his fction) refect

his engagement with nearly every esoteric subculture of his time—Gothic

Fiction, various Militant and Utopian Socialisms, Dandyism, Medievalism,

Libertinism, Occultism, and many others. The Lycanthrope delights in imagery

from Gothic novels, the subversive pulp fction of his generation. Poverty is a

constant theme, a refection of Borel's own conditions. He diagnosed his penury

as symptomatic of the mechanism by which Bourgeois society (then beginning

to consolidate under the 'Liberal King', Louis-Philippe) would punish the

pursuit of iconoclastic ways of life. His work and myth exercised a strong

infuence on Baudelaire, Verlaine and others of their generation.

Borel wrote at a volatile time. Five months after the 'Battle of Hernani' the

Bourbon Monarchy was overthrown in the July Revolution. But a split

emerged among the Left: in the end, the monarchy was re-established, but now

bound by a Liberal Charter that gave the vote to the top 1% of the population,



based upon property ownership. Radicals were disgusted, precipitating nearly a

decade of attempted uprisings, revolts and rioting. The situation bears parallels

with that in which Berlin Dada found itself 85 years later, in which many

competing, merging, splintering groups ran into constant, often violent contact. 

Ultra-Monarchists, opposed to all constitutional restraint, still agitated for

the return of the Bourbon regime and a Feudal-Absolutist system. Capitalist

Liberals were intent upon providing the most stable and least constrained

business environment, while providing some social safety-net and expanding

those social freedoms that did not impinge upon the accumulation of capital.

Republicans called for broader representation and the elimination of the

Monarchy, while the Jacobins (a revival of the earlier Revolutionary-Era clubs)

insisted upon universal suffrage and staged a string of organised armed

uprisings that coincided with the period of the Jeunes-France's activity.

Meanwhile, Utopian socialist movements such as Saint-Simonism and

Fourierism gained traction, particularly the former whose contemporaneous

commune the Bouzingo both parodied and learned from. 

Borel incorporated elements of all of these ideologies—excepting

Monarchism—into his concept of Romanticist politics, which he called

Republican Lycanthropy. It is evoked in anarchic prose, a disjointed collision of

violent imagery, tortuous syntax, political rhetoric, ironic humour, punning and

word-play. A kind of Byronic anarchism, Lycanthropy seems not an ideology

but a stance, its mission to continuously call into question the relation between

the individual and the prevailing social order. One can see the seeds of Jarry's

Pataphysics and of Dadaist Revolt.

These ideas, and the personal and social practices that they entailed,

resulted in the gradual separation of the avant-garde from the main body of the

Romantic movement, now swiftly becoming mainstream. The public volatility of

the Bouzingo was becoming an embarrassment to those in the movement intent

upon proving themselves relatively respectable members of the intellectual

world. And many well-known Romantics, including Hugo, welcomed or at least



made their peace with the new constitutional monarchy. This was seen by many

in the avant-garde as a betrayal of the ideals of the movement, and Borel

expressed this charge bitterly in his Preface. 

While he had stopped short of naming names, the text seems to have been

taken as a shot across the bow by those in the movement with the most power in

the publishing world. Moreover, some of Borel's allies within the avant-garde

felt that the work itself failed to meet poetic expectations (a charge Borel admits

in the frst line of the Preface). Vilifed by critics, unable to publish consistently,

and burned out from constant activity, his poverty became severe. Within a few

years he was squatting in the basements of buildings under renovation, and was

fnally forced to leave Paris to live in a garden shed in the countryside.

Depressed and bitter, he became gradually more reclusive.

Borel ended his life as a minor colonial offcial in Algeria. He attempted to

use the appointment as an opportunity to put utopian ideas into practice, but

predictably became embroiled in continual arguments, feuds, and cross-

accusations with his superiors in the bureaucracy. Becoming mayor of the

village of Bled Toccaria, he built a school, communal bread ovens, and a

dispensary. During a cholera outbreak, he organised relief efforts, peremptorily

appropriating government funds to buy grain for victims. Shortly thereafter his

position was eliminated, he was demoted to inspector, then became embroiled in

a dispute with a superior and was discharged. On July 17, 1859 he wandered

away from his house in Mostagenum, Algeria and died of sunstroke.

Borel's frst biographers maintained that his death by sunstroke was in

fact a ghastly, painful suicide; this can only be speculation, but at the least it is

indicative of the success that Borel, despite everything, did in fact achieve in his

attempt to merge biography and myth (a tradition still strong in the avant-garde

today, exemplifed most recently by such fgures as Al Ackerman and David

Zack). It is worth noting that of the fve poems in this collection, two ('Hymn to

the Sun' and 'Fortune and Misfortune') include images of the impoverished poet

baked by the sun, his brow bound in rags.



Preface to Rapsodies

November, 18311

A child must get rid of his dribble before speaking frankly; the poet must

get rid of his, I have gotten rid of mine; here it is! ...the effervescing metal in the

crucible must discharge its scoria; the effervescing poetry within my chest has

discharged its (scoria); here it is! ...— So then, these Rhapsodies are of dribble

and scoria?2 —Yes!— So why, wittingly, implicate oneself with the crowd?

Why not conceal and shatter? — It's that I want to break away forever from

them; it's that, to appear that I am, I want to expose them, and turn away my

face; it's that, so long as one keeps things, one always comes back to them, one

cannot detach oneself from them; it's that, seriously, a new era dates but, for the

poet who seriously has a long takeoff3, from the day when it falls to the day; to

the painter, the exposition is a must, to the bard, the printing.

Those who read my book will know me: perhaps it is beneath me, but it is

very well me; I have not done it at all for doing it, I have disguised nothing; it's a

whole, an ensemble, corollarily[sic]4 juxtaposed, of cries of pain and of joy

thrown into the middle of a childhood rarely dissipated, often oblique5 and

always miserable. If sometimes one fnds it positive and common, if rarely it

grazes the skies, one must blame my position, which has nothing celestine[sic]6

about it. Reality always gives me the arm7; the need is always there to leave me
1 Borel's specificity in giving the precise month of the Preface (the book was not printed until early 1832) may be

significant. In this month, a workers' uprising in Borel's hometown of Lyon was put down by troops of the 16-month old
Capitalist-Liberal government in several days of bloody street-fighting, followed by executions and mass deportations.
See also note 55. (OL)

2 One can see foreshadowings of the conception of excremental writing as later articulated by Lautréamont, Bataille,
Jarry, etc. (OL)

3 Essor in French is the name given to the act of (including the period of time in which it takes place) a bird running up till
its takeoff. (Notably for waterfowl I should imagine). Anyone who takes a running jump may also have an essor. There
is an expression in French: prendre son essor (lit: to take one's running start before takeoff) which means to be booming
(for business) or to spread one's wings (for individuals). That Borel used the adjective long lends itself to the idea that he
may have meant a long development. 

4 While an adverbial form of corollary has been used (and its use documented) in the United States (perhaps elsewhere as
well), to the best of my knowledge it has not officially entered the English language. As well, I believe it's use in French
is also controversial (though I don't know if it was 200 years ago). 

5 By détournée it's possible he could have meant more to say diverted or distracted.
6 A probable punning on the name of fellow Bouzingo, the engraver, illustrator, and painter Celéstin Nanteuil, often

jokingly compared within the group to a gothic angel. Nanteuil designed the frontispiece for Rapsodies. (OL)
7 As far as native speakers of the French language have confirmed that, ''la réalité me donne toujours le bras'' is not a

popular expression in French, the most useful interpretation of this sentence that I have received is: ''reality keeps me
grounded/reality keeps my feet on the ground''. Personally, I would might have interpreted it as ''reality gives a hand''
(though that doesn't fit well with the context). Yet another interpretation given is: ''Reality always helps me'' (kind of
like: ''gives me a hand'' I suppose) though in French (like us) they do typically say give a hand and not an arm.
Anyhow, as I have no 100% way to relay really what Borel was aiming to express, I have provided a literal translation



aghast, when I want to take my jolt.

I am neither cynical, nor prudish: I say what is real; to tear from myself a

plaintive cry, my pain must well be stinging; never have I melancolied[sic]

myself to the usage of dames wrought by consumption.8 If I have taken pleasure

in spreading my poverty, it is because our contemporary bards stink me up9

with their pretended poems and pashalic[sic]10 luxuries, their aristocratic curve,

their Ecclesiastical childishness11 and marginal sonnets; to hear them, one would

believe to see them a hair sweater or coat of arms at the fank, a rosary or a

merlin at the fst. One would believe to see the high dames of their thoughts,

their viscountesses... Their viscountesses!... say then rather their laundry-

women!12

If I have remained obscure and ignored; if ever no one has critiqued

publicly for me, if I have never been called eaglet or cob; on the other hand, I

have never been the clown of any man13, I have never tambourined14 to amass

the crowd around a master, none can call me his apprentice.15

Assuredly, the bourgeoisie will not be at all alarmed by the names

(corrected of course for syntax) of what was written.
8 A reference to the motif of the pale, consumptive maiden—fragile beauty inseparable from death--which characterized

much Gothic and Romanticist fiction and mythology, as it would continue to do for their descendants, the Decadents
and Symbolists. (OL)

9 The verb to stink in French has for a long time (perhaps always) been both transitive and intransitive while in English
has been exclusively intransitive. In 1941 (according to Merriam-Webster) a transitive form, to stink up, entered into
English (at least American English), and this form I feel best conveys the author's idea. I'm not sure if it is an error to
divide phrasal verbs but I chose this fashion anyways because, quite simply, to say to stink up me would just sound
weird.

10 Paschalique is here an invented adjective which one must assume means of or relating to a pacha (pasha in English),
which has subsequently here been translated as pashalic. It may or may not be worth noting that Honoré de Balzac
invented an adverbial form as well that appeared in one of his texts a year later (pachaliquement, in 1832). Neither form
however has been entered officially into the French language.

11 Probably a dig at prominent Romantics who supported the new Liberal monarchy; Vigny, Hugo, and many poets of the
Cénacle had a long history writing Monarchist/aristocratic and religious verse and polemics. While they had shifted to
the left in the mid-1820s, their support for the new 'Liberal' king seems to have persuaded Borel to remind his readers of
the conservative pasts of his erstwhile friends. (PL)

12 This passage was especially offensive to the moderate, mainstream Romantics against whom much of the Preface is
directed. It was picked out for particular—and none too coherent—abuse in the anonymous review of the book in the
Revue des deux mondes, which was a mouthpiece of Saint-Beuve and other writers associated with the Cénacle group.
The reviewer addressed only the preface, scarcely mentioning the poems themselves. (OL)

13 here the masculine aucun is employed, and so I chose to employ the masculine in English, but it implies anyone (thus
may include the feminine).

14 Not technically a word in (Canadian) English, but should (in my opinion) have no trouble being interpreted as a past
participle of to play the tambourine.

15 Almost certainly a response to pigeon-holing as a result of Borel's role (along with Nerval) in organising the
Romanticist 'army' that fought in support of Victor Hugo's play Hernani. While in 1830 the Petit-Cénacle were happy to
acknowledge Hugo as their master, his support of the sham 'Liberal' Monarchy--and in fact personal friendship with the
new King—had caused Borel to disavow him, instead promoting a violently radical Republican vision of Romanticist
politics (OL)



dedicated16 that it will meet in this volume; simply, they are all young folk, like

me; of heart and of courage, with whom I grew17, how I love them all! It is they

who make disappear for me the platitude of this life; they are all frank friends18,

all comrades of our camaraderie, tight camaraderie, not that of Mr. Henri

Delatouche: ours he would never understand at all.19 Feared I not20 having an

air of paragoning our small names to those larger, I would say that ours21, ours

is that of the Titien and of the Arioste, that of Molière and of Mignard.22 It is to

you above all, companions, that I give this book! It was made among you, you

may claim authorship. It is to you, Jehan Duseigneur, the sculptor, beautiful

and good of heart, secure and courageous work, nevertheless ingenuous as a

girl. Courage! your place would be beautiful: France for the frst time would

have a French statuary.23—To you, Napoléon Thom, the painter, air, frankness,

soldierly handshake. Courage! you are in an atmosphere of genius.24 —To you,

good Gérard25: when then, the customs offcers26 of literature, will they let arrive
16 While the past participle of to dedicate is being used adjectivally, I placed it after the noun because I felt that

maintaining the passive voice here is imperative to retaining the message of the sentence. 
17 I assume that here he's speaking of the past. For the verb grandir, the present and past tenses are the same for the first

person singular (like for to put in English), and would both appear as grandis.
18 Or: true friends
19 Delatouche, a mainstream Romantic, had recently attacked the avant-garde concept of 'camaraderie' in a series of

articles attacking the radical fringes of the movement (particularly the Jeunes-France) in the journal Le Figaro. Borel's
sally opens his outspoken declaration of 'camaraderie': the integration of personal friendship and literary/artistic
activity, and the framing of intellectual projects as inherently collective endeavours. The rest of the paragraph is
devoted to a series of asides to his comrades in the Jeunes-France group, consciously laying the groundwork for
discovery of Borel's context, such as the annotations you are reading now. (OL)

20 The ne in the source text is potentially expletive because it doesn't have its accompanying adjective of negation. In
French, the ne can be used alone to make a negation with certain verbs such as pouvoir or savoir, but craindre does not
appear on this list of possible verbs. Ne is often used alone with craindre (of which craignais is a predicate) and its
synonyms, though it is placed after the verb, and is an expletive. Considering here that the ne is placed before the verb
craindre, Borel is likely effectuating a negation, and in any event, here the ne would make no sense as an expletive.

21 The ours is still referencing the portended camaraderie and not names.
22 Creative workers often claimed as predecessors by the French Romanticists in poetry, painting, and drama. (OL)
23 Jehan or Jean Duseigneur, founding member of the Jeunes-France whose studio had served as the Petit-Cénacle's first

meeting place in late 1830. A Saint-Simonist socialist, Seigneur had pioneered Romanticist sculpture along with Préault
and d'Angers; in the mid 1830s he became involved in a Christian Saint-Simonist splinter group, overseeing the design
and restoration of several churches and cathedrals, conducting research on Medieval craft processes, and founding an
interdisciplinary art school on an updated Medieval model. (OL)

24 Known as Napoleon Tom, Napoleon Thomas, or Napoleon Thom, this lithographer and engraver is among the most
mysterious of the Bouzingo. Several neo-primativist épinal prints of biblical and historical subjects have surfaced,
probably from the 1830s and '40s; he exhibited a portrait of Borel 'in Bouzingo costume' at the Salon and co-illustrated
Borel's translation of Robinson Crusoe. Naught else is known of him. (OL)

25 Gérard Labrunie, later known as Gérard de Nerval, during the 1830's and part of the '40s he signed his works only with
his first name—or a huge number of pseudonyms—and was invariably referred to by others in the Romanticist
community only as 'Gérard'. He was very active in the theatrical world in a variety of roles, but though theatre directors
and committees praised his own dramas privately, they were considered too radical to perform. Most or all of these
plays, which were circulated only in manuscript form, have since been lost. (OL)

26 The word for customs officer in the source text is pejorative (the way pig is pejorative of police officer). I know of no
English equivalent, and Mr. Borel doesn't seem to have been the type to have employed border pig (or something like
that) were he to have written this in English himself, or would he? All the same, I'm not sure that something like border
pig would wholly be understood to mean customs officer. Earlier in the year this text was written, Borel had been jailed
and fined for lack of a proper passport or papers, probably in connection with the run-in with police in which Nerval
and several others from the group had been incarcerated. (OL)



to the public committee the works, so well received from their small

committees27. — To you, Vigneron, who have my deep friendship, you, who

prove to the coward that which can be done by perseverance; if you have

carried the mortarboard28, Jamerai Duval has been the drover. — To you,

Joseph Bouchardy, the engraver, heart of saltpetre!29 — To you, Théophile

Gautier.30 — To you, Alphonse Brot!31 — To you, Augustus Mac-keat!32 — To

you, Vabre!33 to you, Léon!34 to you, O'Neddy,35 etc.; to you all! who I love.

Those who will judge me by this book, and who will despair of me, will be

mistaken; those who will adjourn me a high talent, will be mistaken as well. I

don't do modesty, because for those who will accuse me of having my head in

the clouds36, I have my conviction of a poet, I will laugh over it.
27 This sentence as a whole is overcomplicated for nothing and has pleonasm (both of which were likely the intention,

mind you, the French in general toss their pronouns around rather freely, it's very common to hear things like ''Me I don't
like... or Him he went with... etc.). I kept the original sentence structure as far as words employed and their order are
concerned, but I modified the punctuation. I felt this necessary for the sense as otherwise (in my opinion) the pleonasm
would have been either too confusing or possibly even patronizing to some.
Borel is probably referring to the committees in charge of the State Theatres, which continually rejected Nerval's plays
despite their often private admiration and his increasingly heavy involvement with the the theatre. (OL)

28 Porter l'auge (to carry the mortarboard) means to start from the bottom or lowest position. This expression obviously
has it's roots in masonry, but may be applied to other domains. For example, just as the master mason had his beginnings
carrying the mortarboard, one may say that the master mechanic or electrician had his beginnings carrying the
mortarboard.
I've yet to locate any information regarding Vigneron. Duval was a 17th century astrologer; his relevence is purely
conjectural, lacking knowledge of Vigneron. (OL)

29 At the time that the Preface was written, Bouchardy was in the midst of transitioning from printmaking, in which he had
been trained, to drama. In later years he would write a number of highly successful gothic melodramas. (OL)

30 Gautier would go on to become the most constant and vigorous organiser and mentor in the avant-garde for the next
four decades, and the only one of the group to achieve a modicum of canonization during his lifetime; his unfinished
History of Romanticism, written on his deathbed, is the most concentrated first-hand account of the 1st generation
avant-garde. (OL)

31 Alphonse Brot, a co-founder of the group, was the first theorist known to have applied the term 'avant-garde' to an
existing underground experimental creative community in his 1829 Preface, probably in response to the Socialist Olinde
Rodrigues' 1825 appeal for artists and writers to form such an “avant-garde”. In the same Preface, Brot noted that he
sided with the 'avant-garde of Romanticism' not primarily for formal, but for political reasons. O'Neddy, a close friend,
also later mentioned that others in the group supported Brot but were unexcited by his formally conservative verse. (OL)

32 AKA Auguste Maquet. At this time an unknown poet and recent member of the group, Maquet would later go on to
collaborate on some of the most famous novels of the 19th Century—including The Three Musketeers, The Count of
Monte Christo, and The Man in the Iron Mask—as ghost-writer for Alexandre Dumas. Under his own name, he would
publish the first multi-volume history of the French prison system as well as a number of novels and historical studies.
(OL)

33 Jules Vabre was a theorist, translator, and humourist who left no extent published traces. In the late 1830s he emigrated
to England, and when Gautier ran into him in Paris years later, he was planning to found an international school
merging French and English culture. The rest of his life remains shrouded in mystery. (OL)

34 The architect Léon Clopet kept his name aloof from the Jeunes-France's toxic public image, but seems to have given
them considerable monetary support, employing Borel and Vabre and at times paying for the apartments which served
as their communal spaces; after the dissolution of the group he allowed Borel and Vabre to live in the unfinished houses
on which he had contacted them to work. The nature and extent of his involvement in the group's private activities is
unclear. (OL)

35 Philothée O'Neddy, AKA Théophile Dondey, was among the most influential writers and theorists in the avant-garde
until his withdrawal from the community in the mid 1830s under a number of financial, ideological, and personal
pressures. He was, along with Borel, among the most politically engaged poets in the Romanticist community, and
would later serve as Borel's literary executor when the latter was forced to leave Paris. (OL)

36 The most information that I could find on the word métagraboliser on the net (because it does not even appear in my
uni-lingual French dictionaries [apparently it was a pretty archaic word for even Borel's time]) is this (which apparently
comes from a dictionary of old French: ''«Metagrabole» : création d'après le vieux français «matagraboliser» ou
«metagraboliser» signifiant imaginer des choses vaines, sottes! Dictionnaire de l'ancienne langue française. Tome 5. p.



I have nothing more to say, if not that I could well have done for

preliminary a paranymph, or  my ethos37, or further yet, on art, a long treaty ex

professo;  but it repulses me to sell prefaces, and then, would it not be ridiculous

to say so much about so little? However, I consider it; I have some pieces

besmirched by politics; is one not going to anathematize me, and bark38 at the

republican? — To prevent every interrogation, I will then frankly say: Yes, I am

republican! Let the Duke of Orléans, the father, be asked, if he remembers,

when he was going to solemnly swear August 9th at the Ex-Chamber, from the

voice that was haunting him, throwing into his face the cries Liberty and

Republic,  in the middle of the acclamations of a silenced populace?39 Yes! I am

republican, but it's not the sun of July that causes to bloom in me this high

thought,40 I follow it from childhood41,- but not a red or blue garter republican

at my carmagnole, store-shed windbag42 and planter of poplars; I am republican

as a lynx would hear it: my republicanism, it is of lycanthropy!43 — If I speak of

Republic, it's because this word represents for me the largest independence that

can leave association and civilization. I am a republican because I cannot be a

Carib; I have need of an enormous sum of liberty: the Republic, will she give it

to me? I have not the experience for me. But when this hope will have

disappointed like so many other illusions, I will still have Missouri!... When one

174.'' 
From: pagesperso-orange.fr/metagrabole/index.htm 
In English this is: ''signifying to imagine vain, crazy things.

37 I cannot find in my dictionaries, nor on the net, a direct translation of éthopée. The definition of this word is: a figure of
style that consists of describing the mores and the passions of a personality or of an assembly. The closest word for this
(of which I am aware) is ethos.

38 Japer as far as I can find, doesn't exist, I then presume this is a typo and is supposed to be japper which means to bark or
to yap. 

39 The father of King Louis-Philippe, who had been put into power by the bourgeois Liberal faction after the 'July
Revolution' 1830. Although the scion of the minor branch of the ruling family, he had claimed Republicanism when the
Revolution had broken out and had voted in favour of the execution of his cousin, the King. (OL)

40 Referencing the 'July Revolution' of two years previous, where radical Republicans were disgusted by the re-institution
of a 'liberal' monarchy. (OL)

41 French has no present progressive, and so they use the simple present. For example, if one asks a Frenchman what he is
doing (during supper let's say), he will simply say : -I eat. Determining where one should translate the French simple
present into the English simple present or present progressive is not generally a problem in fact it is very rarely a
problem. Here however, I was unsure. Perhaps the present progressive would be more appropriate. 

42 Windbag is to what I translated pérorateur, which seems to be a made-up word. The verb pérorer is a pejorative word
meaning to carry a long drawn and pretentious discourse. In French, the French use eur or teur as a suffix for the
masculine forms of verbs transformed into nouns indicating the person carrying out the action in is equivalent to the
English neutral form of er (ex: one that rides is a rider) or masculine form of or (ex: a man who acts is an actor). Though
the word is not found in any of my dictionaries, it may be of an older French. Even if it is not, it is no gross manipulation
and/or vulgarization of the language. 

43 Borel was known in Romanticist circles as the Lycanthrope (Wolf-Man), and the term bled out to apply to others of the
Bouzingo as well. (OL)



is here below shared as me,  when one is embittered by as much pain, were one

dreaming equality, were one calling the law agrarian, that one would merit still

but applause. 

Those who will say: This volume is the work of a madman, of one of these

romanticist ibex44 who have put the soul and the good God back in fashion,45

who, according to these fgarotiers46, eat children and make grog in skulls.47 For

those ones, I can avoid them, I have their description.

Forehead depressed or strangled as if by forceps, dirty blond hair48, from

each side of the cheeks a lanyard of furry hide, a shirt collar enshrouding the

head and forming a double triangle of white canvass, stovepipe hat, petty-coat49

and umbrella.50 

For those who will say: This is the work of a saint simoniaque51!... for those

who will say: This is the work of a republican, of a basiléophage52: he must be

killed!... For them, these will be shopkeepers without a shopping centre: junk

peddlers without customers are tigers!... notaries who would lose everything to

one reform: the notary is philippist53 like a passementerie trader!... These will be

good people, seeing the Republic in a guillotine and the assignats54. The

Republic for them is but a beheading. They have understood nothing of the lofty
44 The ibex, according to some mythologies, devours its young.(OL)
45 The first part of this sentence is probably aimed at leftist critics hostile to (even leftist) Romanticism due to the tendency

of the right wing of Romanticism toward religious or 'irrationalist' attitudes; the second part of the sentence, describing
the frenetic, gothic mythology surrounding the Bouzingo, makes clear the absurdity of any reductive definition of
Romanticism itself.

46 I cannot find any examples of the existence of the word figarotiers outside of Borel's texts. I am presuming that it is
another made-up word comprised of figaro and tiers: the first being an old French word for barber, and the second
meaning outsider or third party. I am too uncertain of what Borel means by this word to attempt a translation.

47 A favourite pastime of the Bouzingo; Gautier in his History of Romanticism describes the group at Graziano's tavern
passing around a skull full of wine, made by Nerval from an autopsied skull with the handle of a drawer screwed in;
events at their headquarters on the Rue d'Enfer included ice-cream and extremely strong punch served out of human
skulls.(OL)

48 I can only imagine that here Borel means filasse. While filasseux doesn't exist (at least I can't find it), it may have all the
same been a word, and as the language evolved, the eux (indicating a masculine adjective) may have been dropped
because this word as an adjective only applies to hair, and so nothing else could ever really filasseuse (euse being the
suffix for feminine adjectives), thus rendering the adjective invariable. However, this just my guess.

49 Petty-coat is not necessarily the style of jacket. My problem here is that sifflet is a whistle, but en sifflet refers to a style
of cut (in this case a cut of fabric), my search for examples of a habit en sifflet (albeit a quick search) turned up with
little more than pictures of whistles, and so petty-coat is a guess.

50 A description of respectable Bourgeois dress and deportment at the time. Romanticist polemics often identified the
umbrella as the prototypical symbol of the Bourgeoisie. (OL)

51 The Saint-Simonists were a group of radical proto-socialists operating on the fringe of the political arena, whose own
socialist commune was mirrored and critiqued by the Jeunes-France's simultaneous experiment. Several of the group
were involved with Saint-Simonism, including Borel, Duseigneur, and probably O'Neddy. (OL)

52 Basiléophage is neologism of Edmond Rostand meaning: one who eats emperors.
53 Adjective and noun meaning: partisan of the king Louis-Philippe 

(and consequently the liberal-capitalist regime-OL)
54 An assignat was a banknote issued during the French Revolution.



mission of Saint-Just:55 they reproach him for some necessities, and then they

admire the carnage of Buonaparte, — Buonaparte! — and his eight million men

killed!

To those who will say: This book has something suburban that disgusts56,

one will respond that indeed a mocker57 does not make the king's bed. 

Besides, is it not at the height of an era where one has for a government

stupid discounters, rife merchants, and for a Monarch, a man having for a

legend and an epigraph: ''Thanks be to God, and my boutiques as well!''

Fortunately to console oneself for all that, we still have adultery!

Maryland tobacco! and papel español por cigaritos58.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

For reasons of space, the full French text of the

Preface could not be included here. The original text

is available online at bouzingo.blogspot.com

and is available in printed form from mOnocle-Lash

as an insert to this chapbook.

55 This politically dangerous statement—and his explicit citation of Saint-Just in several epigraphs to the poems in
Rapsodies as well—link Borel to the resurrected 'Jacobin' movement, named after the original Jacobin Party of the
1790s. In 1831-32, the Jacobins (who considered themselves the inheritors of Saint-Just) staged a number of violent
working-class demonstrations and armed revolts, most notably the Lyon uprising that was suppressed in Borel's
hometown the same month as this Preface was written. Borel's first biographer, the socialist activist and novelist Jules
Claretie, reports Borel to have been a member of the Society for the Rights of Man, a large Parisian Jacobin
organisation led by Auguste Blanqui, who would later be elected president of the Paris Commune in absentia. See note
1. (OL)

56 The suburbs of Paris were at this time the home of most of the city's working-class restaurants, brothels, singing-clubs
and pubs, from which the name 'Bouzingo' seems to have derived.(OL)

57 The indefinite article a is absent in the source text but is present in the translation to indicate the noun form of railleur,
which is what I presume it is; as having the adjective form: mocking (as railleur is both a noun and adjective) makes no
sense (though it would seem to me that the verb form would make more sense here than either the noun or the adjective.

58 Spanish for: Spanish paper for cigaritos (a style of cigarette). 
Borel was an enthusiastic smoker of Maryland tobacco, according to Gautier.(OL)



Translator's Note to 'Hymn to the Sun':

A certain Jules Janin, self-styled literary/dramatic critic and defender of bourgeois

morality, lashed out in le Journal des Débats (one of the many periodicals of the day devoted to

all things cultural), against Sade, Borel and their ilk. Furthermore, in order to show the

Bousingots / Frénétiques the error of their ways, Monsieur Janin decided to parody them

away with a work of his own careful crafting: l’Âne Mort et la Femme Guillotinée (‘The Dead

Donkey and the Guillotined Woman’). The book was an absolute hit with the Bousingots/

Frénétiques, who felt that Janin had mastered the genre immediately, going as far as to

intimate that only a man who loved the genre could have written such a convincing work.

The public, too, took Janin to be yet another Frénétique and turned his book into a runaway

best-seller (complete with excellent and lurid illustrations by well-known book illustrator of

the day, Tony Johannot).

Janin was furious, but the fun was just beginning…

By way of sweet revenge, Borel quoted just 2 words from Janin’s work in the poem

below, as a prelude. The positioning of the quote at the head of Borel’s poem and the

attribution of the quote to Janin directly, implies that it is Janin who is the ‘poor bugger’.

This would be the public equivalent of taping a ‘Kick Me !’ sign to Janin’s back, and turning

him loose in Parisian café and literary society, were this little incident to have occurred in

our own time.

Lesson for Janin: never publicly challenge known pranksters.

In Borel’s poem, the use of irony is fresh and palpable. His evocation of Nature stands

in stark contrast to the sentimentalist poets of the time, and is intended to be so. A certain

literary ferocity is set into motion with Borel (and his debt to Sade). This ferocity and irony

would reach its pinnacle with Arthur Rimbaud 40 years later (Rimbaud’s 1870 poem ‘le

Dormeur du Val’ (‘The Sleeper in the Valley’) sets a strikingly similar tone to this poem).

Think of Borel as the ‘Stooges’, ‘MC5’ and ‘New York Dolls’ all rolled into one to Arthur

Rimbaud’s ‘Sex Pistols’ ‘J’accuse’-style attack on the Petite Bourgeoisie.



À André Borel.

~~~

Hymne au soleil

Pauvre bougre!

Jules Janin

Là dans ce sentier creux, promenoir solitaire
De mon clandestin mal,

Je viens tout souffreteux, et je me couche à terre
Comme un brute animal.

Je viens couver ma faim, la tête sur la pierre,
Appeler le sommeil.

Pour étancher un peu ma brûlante paupière;
Je viens user mon écot de soleil!

Là-bas dans la cité, l'avarice sordide
Des chefs sur tout champart:

Au mouton-peuple on vend le soleil et le vide;
J'ai payé, j'ai ma part!

Mais sur tous, tous égaux devant toi, soleil juste,
Tu verses tes rayons,

Qui ne sont pas plus doux au front d'un Sire auguste,
Qu'au sale front d'une gueuse en haillons.



  To André Borel.

~~~

Hymn to the Sun

Poor Bugger!

 -Jules Janin

 
There in this hollow trail, lone promenade, 
        Of my clandestine pain, 
I come in utter sickness, and I lie down upon the ground 
        Like a brute animal. 
I come to brood upon my hunger, head upon stone, 
        To invoke sleep, 
That it might quench a little my burning eyelid; 
        I come to use my share of sun! 
 
Down there in the city, the squalid greed, 
        Of masters upon all their extorted wealth: 
To the sheep-people: sun and emptiness are sold; 
        I paid, I have my share! 
But for all, all are equal before you, o just sun, 
       You pour forth your rays, 
Which fall no more sweetly on the countenance of an august Lord, 

   Than on the forehead of a flthy swine clad in rags.

-Trans. Raymond E. André III



À Henri de Labattut.
   ~~~

Le vieux Ménétrier breton

Venez, Bretons, venez sous ces érables,
Venez danser au son de nos bignous;
Venez sourire à mes chansons aimables:
Dans mon printemps j’ai dansé comme vous;
Mais je faiblis et penche vers la tombe,
Demain, hélas! mes doigts seront glacés!…
Venez apprendre, avant que je succombe,
Les vieux refrains dont je vous ai bercés.

Souvenez-vous, enfants de l’Armorique,
Que la Bretagne est le champ du repos;
Souvenez-vous que, de son sol magique,
La Gaule a vu jaillir mille héros.
La liberté, qui chérit ce rivage,
De ses rameaux couvre vos jeunes uns.
Des Duguesclin gardez bien l’héritage,
Car cette terre est vierge de tyrans!

Sur le sommet de ce roc granitique,
Gisent, épars, des autels, des dolmeins.
Dans ces forêts, le barde druidique,
A vos aïeux dévoilait leurs destins!
Farouches mœurs! peuple tout germanique,
Qu’ici César reconnaîtrait encor,
Votre langage est ce même celtique
Qu’à ses guerriers parlait l’Enfant du Nord!

Mais le jour fuit, et les ombres grandissent,
Et la vapeur enveloppe nos toits;
Fuyons ces lieux que les esprits chérissent;
Aux noirs sorciers la unit rend tous leurs droits.
Fuyons! je vois au loin, sur les montagnes,
Les nains danser à l’entour des peulvans;
Et les huars hurlent eu ces campagnes.
Fuyons, Bretons, il en est encor temps!



To Henri de Labattut.59

                ~~~
The Old Breton Minstrel 

Come, Bretons, come, the maple-branches tremble, 
Come dance to the sound of our binew; 
Come hear my plaintive song with smiles assemble: 
Once, in life's spring, I danced like you;
But death to-morrow may benumb my fngers, 
For now, grown frail, I totter towards the grave!... 
Come then and learn, while yet your minstrel lingers, 
The old refrains that to your youth I gave. 

Remember! every son of hers remembers 
How Breton soil was once the feld of rest; 
How Gaul sent forth, as fre from smouldering embers, 
A thousand heroes from her magic breast. 
Liberty, whose stripling tree these shores once nourished, 
Over your youth her branches doth expand ; 
Let bold Duguesclin's heritage be cherished, 
Virgin of tyranny is this bold land! 

Scattered, dolmen, menhir, ruined glory, 
Along those jagged granite ridges lie. 
Within these forests bard and druid hoary 
Revealed to your proud sires their destiny! 
Wild days! when fercely against Caesar's ravage 
The Roman saw her warriors issue forth; 
Wild speech! with these same Celtic accents savage 
His clansmen cheered the Chieftain of the North! 

But now the light fies, darker on the frondage 
The night-shades fall, and mist clings round your eaves; 
Soon the black wizards, waking from day's bondage, 
Shall wind the unholy spell that darkness weaves. 
Flee! for I discern on the far mountains 
The elves that dance round the wild peulvan-ring; 
The kelpies shout and plunge in the cold fountains: 
Flee, Breton folk, ere midnight spreads her wing! 

     -Trans. William John Robertson, revised by Olchar Lindsann

59  Probably refers in fact to Charles Labattut, an eccentric dandy and prankster who was credited as introducing the
Cancan into bourgeois society at a Romanticist intervention at the Carnival Ball of 1832, within a month of the
publication of this poem.



Odelette

 
Oh! que n’ai-je vécu dans le beau moyen âge,
Age heureux du poète, âge du troubadour!

Quand tout ployait sous l’esclavage,
Lui seul n’avait que le servage
De sa lyre et de son amour.

Donc, sous son mantelet emportait sa richesse,
Sa lyre qui vibrait pour l’hospitalité;

Et son estramaçon sans cesse
Demi-tiré pour sa maîtresse,
Brandissant pour sa liberté!



Odelet60 

Ah, to have lived in the grand Middle Ages, 
Kind to poets and troubadours inspired! 

When all were buckled down as slaves,
He alone from want was saved,
Slave of love and of his lyre!

Beneath his cape he carried many riches,
His thrumming harp earned hospitality;

And his blade forever was 
Half-drawn for his mistress, 
Brandished for his liberty!

Trans. William John Robertson 
corrected & re-written by Olchar Lindsann

60  The French Romantics undertook a comprehensive reconsideration and revival of Medieval scholarship, and
spearheaded the movement for the restoration of Medieval buildings and monuments that were in danger of demolition.
Inspired by Troubadour culture, some radical Romanticists, such as Borel's collaborator Nanteuil, went so far as to dress
in jackets of Medieval cut. Borel is thus engaging here with a favourite theme of his milieu; but with typical irony and in
keeping with his diatribe against “pretended poems and pashalic luxuries, their aristocratic curve,” he sets his nostalgia
against a recognition and implicit critique of the power-structure of the Middle Ages. Human oppression is ageless; in
the 19th Century he landed on the bottom, while in the 15th he might have landed on the top.



À Jehan Duseigneur, statuaire.

~~~

Le Médaillon d’Iseult

L’amour chaste agrandit les âmes.

Hugo.

 
Bronze charmant donnant d’amour la fèvre,
Verte émeraude où luit une beauté,
Un ange, Iseult, au regard attristé;
Oh! laissez-moi vous presser sur ma lèvre,

Laissez-moi cette volupté!

Volupté chaste, et la seule où j’aspire,
Car de mon doigt je n’oserais toucher
Si belle enfant, peur de l’effaroucher;
Je la contemple, ivre de son empire,

Comme un pèlerin un clocher.

Tant sa beauté sur mon âme est puissante,
Tant à son air mon cœur est épuré,
Tant pour ma bouche elle est vase sacré;
Tant je révère une feur languissante

Qui penche à son matin doré.

(cont.)



To Jehan Duseigneur, sculptor.

~~~

On a Medallion of Iseult

Chaste Love swells souls.

Hugo61

Enchanting bronze that gives the soul love's fever,
Green emerald, whose radiant beauties shine,
Iseult, angel with saddened looks divine;
Oh! could such bliss be given to me for ever,

Only to press my lips on thine!

Chaste ecstasy, my soul's one aspiration,
For never durst these fngers with desire
Touch one so pure, nor thrill her with love's fre;
I gaze on her with such hushed exultation

As pilgrims glimpse the holy spire.

So much her beauty on my soul holds power,
So in my heart her fame doth purely burn,
So seems her mouth to me a holy urn;
So do I worship, as a drooping fower

Towards the golden dawn doth turn.

61 For Duseigneur, see note 23. In his framing material, Borel brings together a recipe of references that speak to
Duseigneur's role in developing Romanticist sculpture, which had at one point been considered impossible even by some
Romantics, due to its total dominance by Classical tradition. The Medieval romance of Tristan & Iseult was a favourite
of the Romantics, and with its theme of transgression against law and society (however much Borel may stress Iseult's
'chastity') was well-calculated to offend the Classicists' senses of both morality and aesthetics. The 'Medallion' was a
specifically Romanticist form of relief portraiture, usually sculpted in plaster; some, like the one described here, were
cast in bronze. Duseigneur had produced medallion portraits of the entire Jeunes-France group, which decorated their
communal spaces. By invoking the arch-Romantic Hugo, Borel underscores the seminal role of his friend as standard-
bearer of the new art.



Jamais pistil n’eut plus belle corolle!—
Livre ton âme a la sécurité;
Pour le tombeau laisse ta piété;
Console-toi, toi, dont l’aspect console,

Assez longue est l’éternité.

Reste avec nous! que ton exil s’achève
Sombre, mais pur, ange au ciel attendu!
Va, dans la foule, un ami t’est rendu,
Il te comprend, raconte-lui ton rêve ;

Qu’il guide ton pas éperdu.

Plus avec toi de solitude fade,
Portrait divin! car un portrait aimé,
C’est une amie au langage embaumé,
C’est pour mon cœur suave sérénade

Que berce un vent tout parfumé.

Qui t’a parfait? bijou, bronze fragile,
Et ce bonheur, qui me l’a fait ?…—c’est Jehan!
Ce bon ami, dont l’ébauchoir agile
Sait éveiller Abélard du l’argile,
Hugo, Calvin, Esmeralda, Roland,

En dépit d’Homère et Virgile.



No blossom e'er disclosed so sweet a chalice! —
Furl up thy soul, no longer flled with fears;
Passionless as the grave thy face appears:
Calm is thy look, that chases shame and malice,

Calm as the everlasting years.

Abide, while exile lasts, thou heavenly angel!
Sombre, but pure as snow, with us abide!
Even in the crowd the friend leaves not thy side;
He loves, reveal to him thy dreamed evangel,

And he thy wandering feet shall guide.

No more, with thee, is solitude propitious;
Figure divine, thy visage sweet and young
Is like to one beloved, whose nectared tongue
Is in my heart a serenade delicious,

By soft and fragrant breezes sung.

Whence such perfection? marvel, bronze so fragile,
And this delight, who wrought it me?... —Jehan!
This bosom friend,62 who with his chisel agile63

Out from the clay has Abelard64 awakened
And Hugo, Calvin, Esmeralda, Roland,

In spite of Homer and of Virgil.

-translated by William John Robertson, with Olchar E. Lindsann

62 Another explicit assertion of Romanticist Camaraderie. 
63 A failure of taxonomy; the bronze would have been cast from a plaster mould, in turn made from a clay original; but a

chisel would never have entered the process.
64 Peter Abelard, the Medieval philosopher whose books were burned for Heresy and who was castrated as punishment for

the seduction of his pupil Heloïse, herself a scholar of great standing. The romance of Abelard and Heloïse was a
common theme in Romanticist art and writing. His precise function in this line seems unclear.



À Philadelphe O’Neddy, poète

~~~

Heur et malheur

L’un se fait comte au bas d’un madrigal;
Celui-ci, marquis dans un almanach.

Mercier.

J’ai caressé la mort, riant au suicide,
Souvent et volontiers quand j’étais plus heureux;
De ma joie ennuyé je la trouvais aride,
J’étais las d’un beau ciel et d’un lit amoureux.
Le bonheur est pesant, il assoupit notre âme.
Il étreint notre cœur d’un cercle étroit de fer;
Du bateau de la vie il amortit la rame;
Il pose son pied lourd sur la famme d’enfer,
Auréole, brûlant sur le front du poète,
Comme au pignon d’un temple un fambeau consacré;
Car du cerveau du Barde, arabe cassolette,
Il s’élève un parfum dont l’homme est enivré.—
C’est un oiseau, le Barde! il doit rester sauvage:
La nuit, sous la ramure, il gazouille son chant:
Le canard tout boueux se pavane au rivage,
Saluant tout soleil ou levant ou couchant.—
C’est un oiseau, le Barde! il doit vieillir austère,
Sobre, pauvre, ignoré, farouche, soucieux,
Ne chanter pour aucun, et n’avoir rien sur terre
Qu’une cape trouée, un poignard et les Cieux!—
Mais le barde aujourd’hui, c’est une voix de femme,
Un habit bien collant, un minois relavé,
Un perroquet juché chantonnant pour madame,
Dans une cage d’or un canari privé;

(cont.)



To Philadelphe O'Neddy, poet.

~~~
Fortune and Misfortune

This one dubs himself Count signing a madrigal;
That one, Marquis in a magazine.

Mercier65

I have fondled Death, and laughed at suicide,
Repeatedly at will when excessively blessed;
Ashamed of all this joy too arid to abide,
I scorned the dainty sky and spurned the quaint love-nest.
Contentment is a weight, the spirit stupifes.
It encircles our heart in an iron-bound cell;
The vessel of life fnds its oars are neutralised;
It stamps its clumsy foot upon the fres of hell,
That aureole, blazing upon the poet's brow,
Like sacred fame that lights the shrine's most hallowed room;
From the brain of the Bard, Arab incense wafts round,
Inebriates the man high on his own perfume—
He is a bird, the Bard! He must continue wild:
At night, beneath the boughs, he warbles out his strain:
Meanwhile the duck struts down the shore with mud defled,
Saluting every rise and fall of sun the same—
He is a bird, the Bard! With age he learns his worth,
And sober, anxious, destitute, ignored, and shy,
He sings to nobody, without a thing on earth
But threadbare cloak, his dagger, and the sky!
But the bard of today assumes a lady's voice,
A costume far too tight, a charming little face,
Singing for his Mistress he is a parrot poised
In a golden cage a canary once had graced;

65  For O'Neddy, see note 35. Louis-Sébastien Mercier (1740-1814), a writer and member of the Revolutionary
Convention, whose work had a great effect on Romanticist linguistics, literary theory, and theatre. The epigraph is
drawn from Mercier's Tableau de Paris, a chronicler of French society and everyday life immediately before, during and
after the Revolution. In the passage, Mercier lambasts writers who assume the aristocratic 'de' in their names in order to
lend noble overtones to their work—a practice common in Romanticism, and an example of the 'pashalic' faux-nobility
that Borel complains of his Preface. 



C’est un gras merveilleux versant de chaudes larmes
Sur des maux obligés après un long repas;
Portant un parapluie, et jurant par ses armes;
L’électuaire en main invoquant le trépas,
Joyaux, bals, feurs, cheval, château, fne maîtresse,
Sont les matériaux de ses poèmes lourds:
Rien pour la pauvreté, rien pour l’humble en détresse;
Toujours les souffetant de ses vers de velours.
Par merci! voilez-nous vos airs autocratiques;
Heureux si vous cueillez les biens à pleins sillons!
Mais ne galonnez pas, comme vos domestiques,
Vos vers qui font rougir nos fronts ceints de haillons.
Eh! vous de ces soleils, moutonnier parélie!
De cacher vos lambeaux ne prenez tant de soin:
Ce n’est qu’à leur abri que l’esprit se délie;
Le barde ne grandit qu’enivré de besoin!
 
J’ai caressé la mort, riant au suicide,
Souvent et volontiers, quand j’étais plus heureux;
Maintenant je la hais, et d’elle suis peureux,
Misérable et miné par la faim homicide.



He's a portly playboy shedding tears fat and warm
Over the standard pains that reign after his feasts;
Girt with an umbrella, he pledges by his arms;66

The laxative in hand invoking his decease,
Jewels, balls, fowers, horses, house, delicate mistress,
Materials with which dull poems are interspersed:
Nothing for Poverty, the humble in distress
Always slapped in the face by his velveteen verse.
For Mercy! Spare us all these autocratic airs;
Blessed that from fruitful felds all your goods are gathered!
But do not overdress, like servants in your care,
Your verse which blushes at our brows bound in tatters.
Ah! You of modern suns, unlooked-for sheeplike sight!
To hide your hand-me-downs you need not take such heed:
It is not in safety that souls might fnd delight;
The bard must not embellish though drunk on his need!

I have fondled Death, and laughed at suicide,
Repeatedly at will when excessively blessed;
Now I face it with hate, and with fervent distress,
Wretched and withered by famished homicide.

-Trans. Olchar Lindsann

66  See note 50.



Selected Bibliography in English

Very little of Borel's work has been translated; what is given here constitutes all known

translations generally available. Other historical, biographical and critical treatments

exist in scattered places, but those given here are the most concentrated and comprehensive.

Work by Petrus Borel

• Petrus Borel, Champavert: Immoral Tales. Trans. Brian Stableford. (2013)

Borgo Press. I just learned of Stableford's translation as the current collection

is going to press, and have not yet been able to read it. Stableford is an active

historian and scholar of the 19th Century French occult underground. 

• André Breton, ed. The Anthology of Black Humor. Trans. Mark Polizzotti.

(1997) City Lights: San Francisco. Breton, like Tzara, alluded to Borel's

infuence on Dada and Surrealism in several places. The Anthology includes a

short essay on Borel by Breton, an excerpt from the Preface to Rapsodies, and

several pieces of prose.

• Angel Flores, Ed. & Trans. Great Nineteenth-Century Short Stories. (1990)

Dover: Mineola, NY. Contains a long Gothic tale by Borel, as well as work by

fellow Bouzingos Gérard de Nerval and Aloysius Bertrand.

• John Payne, Ed. & Trans. Flowers of France: The Romantic Period. (1906)

The Villon Society: London. This anthology also contains the verse Preface to

Borel's novel Madame Putiphar, and poems by O'Neddy/Dondey and other

collaborators.

• William John Robertson, Ed. & Trans. A Century of French Verse. (1895)

A.D. Innes: London. Several of the poems in this chapbook are primarily from

this collection, which is available at archive.org. All required extensive re-

working due to omissions, distortions, and unwarranted embellishments in

Robertson's renderings. His critical biography, likewise, is of uneven value and

partakes of the bourgeois condescension that pervades anglophone criticism on

him, with the exception of Symons and Bénichou (in translation). 



Selected Bibliography, Biography & Criticism

Many more sources on Borel and Avant-Garde Romanticism in French and English are linked to
at   bouzingo.blogspot.com  along with timelines, images, translations, and other related texts; as
well as a 19-page biography of Borel by Olchar E. Lindsann, with complete citations, hyperlinked
when possible, and a two-page bibliography.

• Enid Starkie, Petrus Borel: The Lycanthrope. (1954) New Directions:

Norfolk, Conn. The single most concentrated secondary source in English for

not only Borel, but the entire Bouzingo group.

• Théophile Gautier, A History of Romanticism. Trans. F.C. Sumichrast.

(1908) George D. Sproul: New York. The only extended frst-hand account of

the Jeunes-France / Bouzingo group, with the exception of Gautier's

fctionalised accounts below. The History contains a chapter on Borel by one of

his closest comrades and collaborators. The book is available in facsimile online

(the Kessinger edition is decent as such things go, though the images are

illegible), and for free via archive.org.

• Théophile Gautier, “The Bowl of Punch”, “Daniel Jovard”, & “Elias

Wildmanstadius”. Trans. F.C. Sumichrast. (1908) George D. Sproul: New

York. From the same set of collected works as Gautier's History. The set was

re-issued in a baffing array of editions, some differently bound and all

differently numbered, some under different imprints. But these stories,

originally chapters in Gautier's hyperbolic but detailed (and entertaining) 1833

roman-à-clef of avant-garde Romanticism, can be found in facsimile editions and

online at archive.org.

• Paul Bénichou, The Consecration of the Writer, 1750-1830. Trans. Mark

Jensen. (1999) University of Nebraska Press. The fnal chapter of Bénichou's

fascinating and astute study of the development of French Romanticism is

dedicated primarily to the Jeunes-France group, and is the most articulate and

perceptive analysis of Borel, O'Neddy, and Gautier that I have seen in English.

• Arthur Symons, Colour Studies in Paris. (1918) E.F. Dutton, NY. The British

Decadent writer and translator is eloquent concerning Borel's short story

collection Champavert and his novel Madame Putiphar  (not available in English).



Portrait of Petrus Borel, c. 1835. A
lithograph by Célestin Nanteuil (see
note 6), based on the lost painting by
Louis Boulanger, another prominent
member of the Bouzingo group.



For more on Borel and the Jeunes-France / Bouzingo group, see:

bouzingo.blogspot.com

The original French edition of Rapsodies 
is available at archive.org.

Cover image by Adrien Aubry,
from the 1872 edition of Rapsodies.
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